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opened his country to our own
freedom fighters, but gave them refuge
when friends were few and far in
between.

This month now joins these two
revered leaders with an umbilical cord
that defies death.

July, the month we relaunch Sephadi
finds our country locked in the grip of
a Covid- 19 third wave. Having beaten
both the first and second wave, we
must not give up, but renew our 

July also  finds our heads bowed in
mourning as we laid to rest our beloved
“KK”, the most revered Pan Africanist,
Dr Kenneth David Kaunda. A stalwart
who dedicated his entire life to fighting
an imperial, colonial system and lived
to see many independent African States
free themselves from the yoke of land
dispossession and colonialism.

A giant of freedom, an epitome of
peace, an icon of liberation, a God
fearing man, a compassionate and
persuasive diplomat   who not only 
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“What counts in life is not the mere fact

that we have lived, It is what difference

we have made to the lives of others that

will determine the significance of the

life we lead”. Nelson Mandela. Welcome  

to Sephadi.

The month of July occupies a special

place in our political calendar. It not

only marks the birth of our global icon

and first President of a democratic

South Africa but will also be known as

the month where Madiba was elected as

the ANC President at the 48th National

Conference held in Durban in 1991. 
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These past few months have been filled
with various areas of work for MPs,
including but not limited to; 

●Public Hearings on the Amendment of
Section 25. 
●Public Hearings on the Expropriation
Bill. 
● Finalisation and passing of crucial
legislation.
● Filling of vacancies in critical
government institutions. 
●Daily portfolio committees and study
groups holding officials to account. 
● Debates on various subject matters
that are critical to the development and
transformation of South Africa. 

Reflections on the 
First and Second Terms 

It was also during the 1st Constituency
period that MPs conducted oversight
visits in schools, healthcare facilities,
SOEs and Constituency Offices to
ensure governance and adherence to
Covid-19 regulations. Members were
also actively on the ground during by-
elections, mobilizing, assisting in the
registration process and educating the
masses on Covid-19 to dispel all myths
about the virus. For this, I commend the
dedication demonstrated by ANC MPs,
you have shown resilience, love and a
fighting spirit to serve the masses. 

During this period, we have also lost
many of our colleagues, many of whom
died with their boots on. As we end the
2nd term, we lower our banners in fond
memories of our late comrades, The
passing of our beloved Comrades

 robbed the ANC Caucus and South Africa
of truly committed, humble servants of
the people. Their memories will always be
a reminder that, as MPs, we are not done
with serving the people until our last days
on earth. In May, South Africa also
observed the  25th Anniversary of the
Constitution of the Republic of South

Africa,which is marked as a national
compact.

CHIEF WHIP'S REMARKSCHIEF WHIP'S REMARKS  

 the values of our movement, which are;
Humility; Selflessness; and Integrity.
This is an important milestone in the
history of our country, especially
because our Constitution is regarded as
one of the most progressive in the
world. The Constitution is therefore a . 

We commemorated this occasion, not
just as an irrational attachment to
anniversaries, but to demonstrate the
continuity of our struggle and underline

national compact among the people of
South Africa to live with one another in
one working state together to better
the lives of our people. 

Our focus areas will also be on the
following:

efforts to save lives and play our part by
adhering to Covid-19 health protocols.
Those who amongst us are in the 50 –
59 age cohort must vaccinate following
on the good example set by the senior
citizens who led the charge in the
Vaccine Roll- out as well as health
workers and educators.
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● Organisational work of Branches
BBGMs, BGMs ,Sub Regions, Zones and
Regions.
●  Popularising of new demarcation of
wards for 27 October Local Government
Elections. 
● By-Elections scheduled for 30th June
2021, which are postponed with 120
days from 30 June 2021.
●  ID Smart Card drive for potential
voters. 
●  Mobilization of voter registration
weekend on the 17th and 18th July 2021. 
●  School visits to assess effective
teaching and learning, as well as to
mobilise high schools learners for smart
card IDs. 
● On-going awareness programmes on
Fridays on Gender Based Violence and
Femicide (GBVF). 
●  Public Awareness on vaccine rollout
programme and dispel myths about the
vaccine. 
●  Bullying in society in general and
schools in particular. 
●  Awareness on Public Hearings on
Children’s Act, Expropriation of Land
Bill and National Health Insurance Bill. 
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 ANC PARLIAMENTARY CAUCUS
LEKGOTLA DECLARATION

Members of the ANC Parliamentary Caucus met from the 17 –

19 October and on 05 November 2020, in our annual Lekgotla,

which was held for the first time in the history of Caucus on

the virtual meeting platform. We convened under the theme:

“Economic Reconstruction, Growth and  – Enhancing Caucus

and Parliamentary oversight”. The tthemefocused discussions

on the enormity of the challenges facing our country,

continent and the world, and the responsibilities of the ANC

Caucus to provide decisive leadership.

Our deliberations were enhanced by the Opening Address by

the President of the ANC and the Republic Comrade

Matamela Cyril Ramaphosa and Deputy Secretary General,

Comrade Jesse Duarte, presented political and organisational

perspectives and decisions of the ANC NEC to Caucus. The

Minister in the Presidency, Comrade Jackson Mthembu,

articulated the strategic priorities of government for this term

aand the Chief Whip of the National Assembly, Comrade

Pemmy Majodina, presented the Caucus organisational report

since the last Caucus Lekgotla held in September 2019.

Meeting in the midst of the global Coronavirus pandemic, the

Caucus Lekgotla noted that the number of new cases per day

was at their highest level globally since the start of the

pandemic. The Caucus Lekgotla paid tribute to ANC MPs as

well as over 19 000 South Africans who have passed on after

succumbing to the virus. 

The pandemic has worsened many of the social and

economic challenges that have plagued our nation for some

time, with a number of people living in rural and

underdeveloped areas still lacking basic services, social and

economic infrastructure. The Lekgotla felt the pain of the 2.2

million workers who have lost their jobs, families that have

lost incomes and food security. The Lekgotla was heartened

by the spirit of generosity shown by many South African

citizens and corporates who donated to the Solidarity Fund

and other forms of solidarity with the most vulnerable

members of society. 
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The ANC Parliamentary Caucus has full confidence in the capability of the President and the

government leadership collective, working together with social partners, to lead the reconstr

uction of the country. Government’s response to the pandemic has amplified possibilities for

enhanced state capability. This was demonstrated when government introduced social and

 income support interventions to provide safety nets for the poor, unemployed and companies

 in distress.

 

Our health system was rapidly equipped to manage the pandemic and our education system

operated through the risk adjusted approach which has minimised the loss of 

schooling time for learners. Temporary shelters and supply of water to schools and communi-

ties showed the latent capability of the ANC government to deliver basic services.

 

We are proud that our Caucus led the process which kept Parliament open and 

through Portfolio/Standing/Select Committees, maintained oversight on government 

during the various Alert Levels of the national lockdown.

However, we share the disappointment about the cases of fraud and corruption 

related to the procurement of personal protective equipment (PPE), the payment of 

social grants and income support funds reported by the Auditor General in some 

government departments and public entities. In this regard, Caucus has called on 

ANC MPs to ensure that all the affected Portfolio Committees conduct robust 

oversight and expose corrupt individuals and companies without fear, favour or 

prejudice.

The Caucus Lekgotla analysed the economic situation facing our country and 

acknowledged that polarization that prevails is due to slow change in the socio�economic

conditions of the majority of South Africans resulting in the economy 

remaining in the hands of the few. The ANC Parliamentary Caucus believe that the 

South African Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan presented by the 

President to the Joint Sitting of the National Assembly and National Council of 

Provinces speaks to the fundamental socio-economic transformation that can no 

longer be deferred. Our economy must be placed on a new sustainable and inclusive 

growth path, in line with the resolutions of the ANC National Conferences and the 

2019-24 Election Manifesto.
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ANC MPs also contributed to the Solidarity Fund.
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As the ANC Parliamentary Caucus, we will ensure that all the Parliamentary 

Committees will be seized with oversight to ensure the successful implementation of 

the reconstruction and recovery plan. With the support of the O.R Tambo School of 

Leadership, all ANC Parliamentary Caucus members are enrolled on the Political 

Economy course. The objective of this course is to enhance the capacity of ANC 

MPs in their law making and oversight work and to foster a consistent articulation of 

ANC economic policy positions by all ANC MPs.

The ANC Parliamentary Caucus believes that a key element of the success of the 

economic reconstruction and recovery plan will be greater access to finance for 

SMMEs and cooperatives. Therefore, the diversification and transformation of the 

financial sector will be a major priority in the medium term. Caucus welcomes the 

announcement on the creation of job opportunities through public employment, 

infrastructure building and maintenance programmes. ANC public representatives 

commit to maintain vigorous oversight on these projects, in order to prevent capture 

by criminal gangs and other corrupt individuals in the state, private sector and 

communities.

The ANC Parliamentary Caucus will focus on the work of building the capability, 

ethical orientation, and entrepreneurial ethos of the state. This will include 

implementing the resolution on creating a single public service, professionalising the 

public service and public sector, strengthening public institutions and resolving the 

political and administration interface, particularly at local government level. Caucus 

will strengthen the District Development Model which makes it possible for all three 

spheres of government to coordinate and integrate development plans and budgets 

and mobilise the capacity and resources of civil society, in pursuit of inclusive growth 

and job creation.

 

Caucus commits to fight and defeat corruption in the public sector, State and 

corporate capture. This will be achieved partly through putting in place procurement 

systems that are open to public scrutiny; where all the recipients of government 

tenders will be known by citizens.

The Lekgotla noted the gains being made by the law enforcement agencies in the 

fight against crime and corruption, in both the public and private sectors. We will 

mobilise society to join this patriotic fight, encourage a culture of whistleblowing and 

support for whistleblowers and reinforce efforts to eradicate the vandalisation and 

destruction of public property and infrastructure. Caucus support the programme to 

stabilise and turnaround the country’s state�owned enterprises and, where necessary. getting

strategic equity partners that will bring in expertise and capital. Caucus also support the res

toration of corporate governance and the strengthening of financial controls to restore all SOEs to 

operational and commercial efficiency.
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Caucus calls for the strengthening of measures to demonopolize the South African 

economy. We call on government to fast track the commencement of the African 

Continental Free Trade Agreement, in order to promote intra-Africa trade and 

economic development. We also call on African regional and continental bodies to 

stem the tide of illicit financial flows and the illicit economy that deprive millions of 

African people of much needed resources for development and poverty reduction.

Caucus looks to the industries of the future in order to advance the development of 

South Africans, particularly the poor who are mostly black, youth and women. The 

diffusion of Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies as well as renewable energy 

systems must include ownership by the state, working class communities, black, 

youth and women-owned enterprises.in this regard, the just transition from the fossil fuel-

based economy will require tthereskilling and upskilling of our workforce led by a capable,

developmental, ethical and entrepreneurial state, in partnership with the private sector. 

Post-schooleduucation institutions will play a fundamental role in developing skills of future 

generations as they navigate new technological developments.

The ANC Parliamentary Caucus will focus on challenges of completing the 2020 

school year and the start of the new school calendar in 2021. Lekgotla also resolved

to have a focused oversight on learner drop out, quality education for people with 

disabilities and access to sanitary towels for girls.

Caucus call on government to prioritise student accommodation and ensure that 

universities are located in areas with enough beds for students as part of the spatial 

development, particularly in underdeveloped areas.

We noted the progress that has been made with regard to combating the scourge of 

gender-based violence and femicide (GBVF). This includes the introduction of three 

bills – Criminal and Related Matters Amendment Bill, Domestic Violence Amendment 

Bill and Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Bill.

ANC Parliamentary Caucus resolved to monitor the roll out of the National Response 

plan on GBVF, including the Emergency Response Plan.

The ANC Parliamentary Caucus will work to shift the national narrative from the 

destructive and negative psychosis favoured by some political parties and 

commentators, to one focused on the unity in diversity, inclusivity, and reconstruction 

of our country. In order to achieve these objectives, the ANC Parliamentary Caucus will roll out 

theme-based programmes that will direct energies and focus of all Ministries, 

Departments, ANC Study Groups, Parliamentary Portfolio/Standing/Select 

Committees and Parliamentary Constituency Offices. These programmes will 

mobilise South Africans of all classes and strata behind the Economic 

Reconstruction and Recovery Plan.

 

ANC Lives!

ANC Leads!

Amandla!
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It is through these Budget Votes that the
ANC Caucus wrote its song. The votes
passed were a tribute to our democracy
and a testament to serve the people of
South Africa through the appropriation of
funds. 

At the core of the Budget votes was the
ANC’s long stated commitment to
promoting accountability and
accelerating momentum in our rapid
response interventions on service
delivery through legislation aimed at
improving the lives of the people for the
better.

The budget votes adopted placed youth
empowerment, skills development and
women empowerment at the centre of
our developmental agenda.

Through land reform and developing the
rural and township economy, the Budget
votes spoke to that clause in the Freedom
Charter that the Land shall be shared
amongst those who work it.
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The Appropriation of funds must
continue to serve the interests of new
Generations of young people in the
skills revolution and ensure
opportunities are created for young
people to be champions of innovation
and entrepreneurship as well as
architects of the kind of South Africa
we want. 

These funds must also ensure that the
most vulnerable in our society such as
the aged; the children, women led
households do not bear the brunt of
extreme poverty and suffering
aggravated by the pandemic. 

Energy Security and sustainability of
ESKOM is one of the central issues dealt
with in the Economic Transformation
arena of the Budget votes through the
Department of Public Enterprises. It is in
this sector, that the programme of
transformation must start to bear fruits
of the trees of freedom Solomon
Mahlangu spoke about at the gallows.

The Forty – one Budget Votes passed
were a tribute to the selflessness and
resilience the people played in the
struggle for the liberation of South Africa.
We continue to draw guidance and great
inspiration from their sterling heroism.

 
ADOPTION OF 41 BUDGET VOTES IN 2021- A TRIBUTE

TO THE RESILIENCE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
CONSTITUTION AND THE IDEALS OF THE FREEDOM

CHARTER – by Chief Whip, Hon. Pemmy Majodina

This year’s Budget Vote Speeches took
place against the background of the
second wave of the Covid – 19 pandemic.
It is also the year the Freedom Charter
marks 66 years since its adoption in
Kliptown in 1955 as well as twenty – five
years since the adoption of the South
African Constitution in 1996.

Sekou Toure, the first President of the
Republic of Guinea once said that to take
part in the African revolution is not
enough, for one to write a revolutionary
song, you must also fashion the
revolution with the people, and if you
fashion it with the people, the songs will
come by themselves. 
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Many of the departments in the Social
Transformation cluster unveiled
initiatives meant to provide support to
vulnerable households through payment
of social relief grants to top – up existing
social grants.

Since 1994, the African National Congress
has strived to create a non – racial, non –
sexist; united and prosperous society
which recognises the injustices of the
past. The adoption of today’s Budget
Votes reiterates the importance of these
Budget Votes as a mechanism in the
creation of a united and cohesive society
that seeks to bring to an end exclusion;
segregation and marginalization brought
about as a result of centuries of
colonialism; subjugation and Apartheid.

The ANC Caucus in adopting these
Budget Votes was mindful of the
devastating effects brought about by the
COVID- 19 global health pandemic and
will ensure that the funds are used to
address these imbalances that have seen
uneven access to education; health and
other social services that have been
worsened by the advent of COVID-19
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Since the adoption of Operation
Vulindlela introduced in 2020, Budget
votes in the area of infrastructure made
demonstrable progress in accelerating
the pace of implementation of high
impact structural reforms.

Our structural reform agenda as
articulated in the Economic
Reconstruction and Recovery Plan has
kicked off in earnest with major
announcements around State owned
enterprises being turned around as well
as investments in the logistics and freight
industry around our ports.

CHIEF WHIP ON BUDGET VOTES

More than R10 Billion was appropriated for
the purchase and delivery of vaccines over
the next two years 

From an economic outlook perspective,
the Budget Votes were delivered against a
bleak climate where the South African
economy was expected to rebound by 3,
3% this year following a 7.2 % contraction
in 2020. This was in comparison to
forecasted growth in China which was set
at 8, 1%; with India at 11.5% as well as the
Sub – Saharan forecast at 3.2 %. 
The dwindling tax and income revenue has
led to the largest tax shortfall on the
record and the country had to work with
R213 billion less than in the 2019?2020
financial year. This meant that less
personal income tax, corporate income
tax, VAT and excise duties were collected.

THERE SHALL BE PEACE,
 SECURITY AND COMFORT 

The ANC Caucus is of the firm belief that
these Budget Votes should be enablers in
dealing with the rampant scourge of
Gender based violence and femicide
which disproportionately and continues
to negatively affect the lives of women
and girls in our country.

The passing of the three crucial Anti –
Gender based violence Bills in this year
aimed at fighting Gender based violence
and femicide  namely The Criminal Law (
Sexual Offences and Related matters
Amendment Act Amendment Bill, the
Domestic Violence Amendmendt Bill and
the Criminal and Related Amendment
Bills are a testament to ensuring that
there shall be peace and security for all.
Amongst others the legislation will see an
end to the 20 year time limit to prosecute
rape and other serious crimes which
include rape; murder and robbery with
aggravating circumstances.

BETTER AFRICA AND 
A BETTER WORLD 

Our work within SADC, responsibilities
we hold in the consolidation of the
African Agenda require that we continue
to contribute to the silencing of the guns 

well as promoting trade amongst African
countries through the African
Continental Free Trade area (AfCTA)

In conclusion; the Adoption 
of these Forty – one Budget

Votes must assist in
achieving the following

strategic objectives:
 

●Deal with the Covid – 19 pandemic and
its devastation on people’s lives

●Building a capable developmental State
that serves all the people

●Building a united and cohesive society

●Mobilising all social partners to grow
and transform the economy towards
inclusive growth

● Bring forth an effective land reform
programme

● Ensure that the funds are used for
educating the youth for a changing world
 
● Strengthen governance and Tackle
corruption

●Work to end Gender based violence
and femicide

● Work for peace integration and
development in Africa
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Good morning comrades, allow me to
welcome you to our first Caucus after 
a long and engaging constituency
period during the Covid-19 pandemic. A 
special welcome to the President of the
ANC Comrade Matamela Cyril 
Ramaphosa who is going to address this
Caucus today. This is in keeping with 
our agreement in the last Caucus that
the President will be invited to our first 
Caucus after the constituency period. 

As comrades may be aware this
constituency period has exposed most
of us to the glaring poverty, 
unemployment and inequality that
confront most of our people. This has 
obviously been made worse by the
persistence of the Covid19 pandemic.

This constituency period has exposed
most of us to the glaring poverty,
unemployment and inequality that
confront most of our people in. This has
obviously been made worse by the
persistence of the Covid-19 pandemic.

WELCOME & OPENING ADDRESS
TO THE SECOND QUARTER 

BY ANC CAUCUS CHAIR CDE SEISO MOHAI

The pandemic has imposed devastating
miseries on the poor and the working 
class in this country. In this regard, the
swift interventions made by our
government have certainly restored
confidence of the overwhelming
majority of our people in the
democratic state led by the African
National Congress.

demands to bring permanency of all the
temporary socio-economic relief
measures imposed in response to the
Covid19 pandemic. 

How we deal with all these challenges
that face our country is indeed a
decisive factor that will determine
whether the African National Congress 
remains the party of choice embedded in
the hearts of the people. This is critically
so in a situation where the dominant
perception about this mass party of
revolution, the African National Congress,
is that it has gravitated from its core
revolutionary values and traditions. 

We also enter this second quarter after
the President announced the date for the
local government elections which will
determine whether our people sstill have
confidence in the movement as the leader
of society. How we manage our own
internal contradictions as an organisation
during this period is going to play a very
decisive role.
Comrades we also note recent
developments at the Pan African
Parliament. The degeneration that we
have been witnessing is disturbing and
has far-reaching implications on Africa’s
growth development. At an appropriate
time, we will invite our comrades 
who are deployed at the parliament (PAP)
as well as relevant NEC Subcommittee 

members to brief Caucus on what the
real issues. 

However, we must condemn in
strongest terms the use of violence in
that important parliament of African
Unity. Those members who are
committed to using violence to
communicate their displeasure have no
business being in such an important
institution.

We commend our Chief Whip together
with other members from the region
who stood firm against bullying, such
barbarism must never be tolerated in
that parliament.

Comrades we equally wish to express
our joy in the manner budget debates
and votes have been proceeding in both
houses of our parliament. We want to 
 extend a warm congratulatory message
to each one of you for discharging your
mandate diligently in this regard. 

Lastly comrades  and as indicated on
the agenda, we have invited Minister
Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma to brief this
Caucus on the state of our local
government. We have also requested
the Comrade Nkosazana to speak on our
readiness as the ANC in terms of
conducting these elections and
emerging victorious. 

Comrades I declare this Caucus
officially opened and please help me
welcome Comrade Nkosazana. 

Amandla!
However, our government must be alive
to a possibility for some people to make 
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Deputy Speaker Cde Lechesa Tsenoli
celebrating Heritage Day in Thabanchu in
Free State Province
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Cde Audrey Maleka Constituency Heritage Day Celebrations  donated sanitary towels
and other items to learners of Kwadela Secondary School in Devel, mpumalanga
province on the 24th of September 2020, in total recipients were 60

ANC CAUCUS MEMBERS HOSTED A HERITAGE 

DAY AS A RESPONSE TO PRESIDENT'S JERUSALEMA

CHALLENGE IN 2020

ANC Member of Parliament Cde Mohammed Dangor was part of the successful Heritages Breakfast Fundrauser hosted by Golden Smiles
Foundation. The event was well organised and well attended by various stakeholders
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The constituency of cde Nomendulo Mkhatshwa in
Gauteng commemorate Heritage Month through
engagement on the indigenous knowledge systems
act in relation to traditional medicine 
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ANC Member of Parliament Comrade wilma Newhoudt-Druchen Constituency
hosted Heritage Day Celebrations by DEAFSA 

ANC CAUCUS MEMBERS HOSTED A HERITAGE 
MONTH AS A RESPONSE TO PRESIDENT'S

 JERUSALEM CHALLENGE IN 2020

The anc member of parliament comrade Teliswa Mgweba had a wonderful radio
interview with EK FM, unpacking the importancr of Heritage Day

President Cyril Ramaphosa called on south african
citizens to get their groove on by taking part in the
Jerusalema global dance frenzy by duo Master KG
and Nomcebo Zikode on 24 September.

“There can be no better celebration of our South
Africanness than joining the global phenomenon
that is the Jerusalema dance challenge,” President
Ramaphosa announced during his address on
Wednesday.
“So, I urge all of you to take up this challenge on
Heritage Day and show the world what we are
capable of.”
Jerusalema has taken the world by storm and has
over 139 039 790 views on YouTube and counting.
The hit continues to travel beyond the country’s
borders and has topped the charts including the
Billboard Hot Dance/Electronic Songs chart in the
United States.



Her brilliant set of skills as an experienced
Chartered Accountant with vast auditing 
credentials with specialised knowledge of
and experience in state finances and 
public administration was given due
regard with this appointment. 

With this unanimous recommendation
which garnered 299 unanimous votes by
the Members of the National Assembly, the
ANC Caucus in Parliament commends the
Ad – Hoc Committee for its outstanding
work under the able stewardship of its
Chairperson Honourable Nokuzola
Tolashe. The ANC Caucus further supports
the professional; fair and transparent
manner in which the process was
undertaken by the Ad – hoc Committee
and in line with Constitutional provisions
amidst constraints caused by the
pandemic. History was made today and
our path towards a non – sexist and
democratic South Africa committed to the
ideals of gender equality was shortened
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ANC CAUCUS IN PARLIAMENT WELCOMES THE APPOINTMENT OF MS 
TSAKANI MALULEKE AS THE FIRST WOMAN IN THE HISTORY OF SOUTH 

AFRICA AS INCOMING AUDITOR GENERAL 

ANC Caucus in Parliament has on 27
October 2020; on the birthday of the late 
ANC President Oliver Reginald Tambo who
would have turned 103 years; welcomed
the unanimous recommendation by all
parties in Parliament to appoint Ms
Tsakani Maluleke to assume the duties of
incoming Auditor – General of the
Republic of South Africa taking over from
the outgoing sterling technocrat Kimi
Makwetu who served that office with
distinction.

The ANC Caucus in Parliament has no
doubt that the appointment of Ms
Maluleke as the first woman to occupy this
position since the advent of democracy
wwillcontribute to the empowerment of
women which is in line with the resolution
taken at the ANC in its 54th Conference
which stipulated that in all we do; we have
to ensure that we increase the level of
women empowerment in all sectors.

building on strides made previously
through the appointment of women to
lead Chapter 9 institutions.

It is worth noting that Ms. Tsakani
Maluleke ascends to the distinguished
Office of the Auditor – General on the
same year we mark 25 years as a Nation
since we adopted the Beijing Platform for
Action that called for a more equal; non –
sexist aandegalitarian society. 

As the ANC Caucus in Parliament we look
forward to working with the incoming 
Auditor – General and to strengthen our
capabilities as lawmakers in ensuring that 
public finances are utilised for the public
good.
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Former ANC President Oliver Reginald Tambo
was born on the 27th of October in Bizana, in
1917. A fervent anti-apartheid politician and
revolutionary who led the African National
Congress (ANC), Tambo served as President of
the ANC from 1967 to 1991.

On the 27th October 2020 the ANC
Parliamentary Caucus organised a birthday
celebration  to remember and celebrate the
life lived by this stalwart. 

The celebration was attended by the ANC MPs  
at V-16 boardroom. 

On the same day, The nine-metre tall bronze
OR Tambo statue has officially been unveiled
by South African President Cyril Ramaphosa
in honour of the late struggle stalwart and
global icon Oliver Reginald Tambo at OR
Tambo International Airport.

PRESIDENT OLIVER REGINALD TAMBO'S BIRTHDAY
 CELEBRATION BY ANC CAUCUS
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At the unveiling President Ramaphosa said
“Oliver Tambo was the architect of our
freedom…It is therefore most fitting that this
statue has been erected here at this airport
that bears his name, and that is a gateway to
the continent and to the world.”

The statue honouring OR Tambo is situated
outside the international arrivals terminal of
the airport which bears his name.
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The 16 Days of Activism Campaign forms
the centre point of government’s 
comprehensive 365 Days of Activism for
No Violence Against Women and
Children. 
During the 16 Days period, Government
together with civil society and the private 
sector, will host a series of community
and sector dialogues and activities to
foster a 
collaborative effort in dealing with GBVF.
The 2020 National Theme is “Women
Economic Justice: Towards a Non-Violent 
and Non-Sexist South Africa”.
For the ANC Parliamentary Caucus, our
Sub-theme for 16 Days of Activism is:
“An Activist ANC Caucus: Men as Change
Agents for the Total elimination of 
Gender Based Violence and Femicide”
The Caucus #16DaysofActivism launch
outlined the programmes that ANC MPs
will 
undertake, not only during these 16 days,
but on a weekly basis where Mondays and 
Fridays will be dedicated campaigns to
address all issues related to Gender-
based Violence and Femicide.
Programmes planned by Caucus include
but not limited to;

ANC CAUCUS SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED 16 DAYS 
OF ACTIVISM CAMPAIGN FOR NO VIOLENCE 

AGAINST WOMEN AND CHILDREN 
 

The ANC in Parliament today, 25
November 2020, successfully launched its
16 days of 
Activism Campaign in a Hybrid session to
unpack the various activities that will be 
undertaken by ANC MPs in
Constituencies starting today to 10
December 2020.
Given the scourge of Gender-Based
Violence and Femicide in the country,
government 
is implementing the Emergency Response
Action Plan on Gender-Based Violence
and 
Femicide, which was announced by
President Cyril Ramaphosa in September
2019. 

Lunch-time pickets outside courts, police
stations, crime scenes in support of 
victims of Gender-based violence.
●  Constituency-based engagements with
all stakeholders including the community, 
community leaders and traditional
leadership.
●  Focus on the boy child and organise and
host Men’s/Boys dialogue or camps to 
have conversations that will shape the
mindset and behavior of boy children.
●  Identify and visit Thuthuzela Care
Centres, Places of Safety for Abused
Women, 
clinics, hospitals, police stations and others
to assess the response to Gender based
violence cases.
Through this launch and the planned
programme, the ANC Caucus seeks a buy-in
and 
support for activities which are targeting
Men and Boys in all Constituencies,
especially 
the regions classified by South African
Police Services as hotspots of gender-based 
violence in the country.
The aim of the programmes is to fully target
young boys from school, young and older 
men and create a platform to make inputs
on advancement of gender equality and the 
fight against gender-based violence. 
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Comrade Wilma Newhoudt-Druchen Donated food
buckets and Afrikaans bibles to the underprivileged
people in her constituency as a Christmas gift
2020.
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Comrade Joyce Adams brought about hope to the less fortunate people at Douglas
constituency in Nothern Cape province by donating food Hampers.

GIVING TO THE UNDERPRIVILEGED BY ANC MP'S 

Daveyton CMC led by Cde Zanele Nkomo and Cde Magagula hosted a GBV
Programme at Elethu Chechire home for the people with disability in Daveyton.

Comrade Simphiwe Mbata donated food parcels to
underprivileged members in Tswane.
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Comrade Nompendulo Mkhatshwa
 fixing the Victim Empowerment Centre, making
it a friendly space at Yeoville Police Station
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GIVING TO THE UNDERPRIVILEGED BY ANC MP'S 

In Limpopo Comrade Thoko Didiza giving Christmas 
gifts to indigent families in Moletjie - Capricorn 
District Limpopo

Cde Clara Dikgale donated wheel chairs to
Community Clinic and to Villagers with
Disabilities as part of her Constituency Work
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NEW ANC MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT SWORN IN

The African National Congress in
Parliament welcomes the appointment of
five new members to fill vacancies in the
National Assembly. These vacancies arose
from the passing on of ANC MPs, namely;
Cde Dr. Pumza Dyantyi, Cde Adv Loyiso
Mpumlwana, Cde Nomvuzo Shabalala,
Cde Nombulelo Hermans and Minister in
the Presidency Cde Jackson Mthembu.
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The five comrades who have been
deployed in the National Assembly are;
Xiaomei Havard from Gauteng. 
Ponani Petunia Makhubele from
Limpopo. 
Nkosinathi Emmanuel Dlamini from
KwaZulu-Natal. 
Dingaan Jacob Myolwa from the Eastern
Cape. 
Kavilan Pillay from KwaZulu-Natal. 

The new Members of Parliament were
sworn-in earlier this afternoon in a Hybrid
swearing-in ceremony by the Deputy
Speaker of the National Assembly, Lechesa
Tsenoli. 
The Chief Whip and ANC MP Cde Faiez
Jacobs welcomed and wished them well in
this strategic deployment aimed at
strengthening Caucus in Parliament.
As the ANC in Parliament, we have full
confidence that they will serve the people of
South Africa with distinction.

From left: ANC Whip Cde Faiez Jacobs, Cde Xiaomei Harvard, Cde Nkosinathi Dlamini, Cde Ponani Mkhabela, Cde
Dingaan Myolwa & ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina 
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STATE OF THE NATION ADDRESS AND BUDGET
SPEECH 2021
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Cde Pemmy Majodina in Back to School Programme and Outreach in Partnership with Alimdaad Foundation
in Sterkspruit at Nyathela High School on the 5 March 2021 to donate School Shoes & School Bags

Cde Pemmy Majodina in Back  to School  Programme and Outreach  in Partnership  with  Alimdaad 
 Foundation  in Alwal  North at Igqili High School on the 4 March 2021

BACK TO SCHOOL PROGRAMME BY CHIEF WHIP 
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH AL-IMDAAD FOUNDATION AND MTN FOUNDATION SA 
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Cde Pemmy Majodina in Back to School Programme and Outreach in Partnership with Alimdaad
Foundation in Sterkspruit at Mbihli Primary School on the 5 March 2021 to donate School Shoes & School

Bags 

ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina in Partnership with AL-IMDAAD FOUNDATION donated School Shoes, School Bags,
 Crutches, Walking Sticks, Food Hampers and Hygiene Packs at Pelomosa Primary & Egqili High School in Alwal North
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ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina in Partnership with Boardwalk Hotel, Miss South Africa
Shudufhadzo Musida & EC SOCDEV MEC Cde Siphokazi Lusithi at Khayalethu Boys Youth Centre,
Gqeberha. 23 February 2021.

ANC CHIEFWHIP 
in Partnership with MTN
FOUNDATION donated
bicycles, Copies of RSA 

Constitution
& school bags to 

Mbobo, Bikizana and Ndofela
 underprivileged learners 

at Sterkspruit in Eastern Cape 
 

In partnership  with   Alimdaad  Foundation  and OTP at Tolofiyeni  SP eQonce  BCMM EC  ANC Chief
Whip handed  over  school  Shoes  packs of Masks  School  Bags Bannies and Dignity  packs. Also 
 celebrated EC Premier  Hon.  Oscar Mabuyane 's birthday  he donated  his  birthday  cake to the
school. 22 February 2021

BACK TO SCHOOL PROGRAMME BY CHIEF WHIP 
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH AL-IMDAAD FOUNDATION AND MTN FOUNDATION SA 
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ANC CHIEFWHIP 
in Partnership with MTN

FOUNDATION & Mohokare LM Mayor
 donated sanitary

 towels, bicycles, school bags, 
copies of RSA Constitution &

 school shoes
 to Mooifontein 

Underprivileged learners 
at Zastron in Free State
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The ANC 54th National Conference
(NASREC) resolution on Constituency
offices provides the new orientation
towards Constituency Work. This requires a
transition politically, mentally and
physically from the old to the new. The
resolution calls for programmes of
mobilization around the policies and
resolutions of the ANC and government
with communities influencing these.
The objective of the PCOs is to establish the
basic platform and lay a foundation upon
which a Constituency Functionary will be
able to meet the demands of the ANC in
performing Constituency work using the
PCO as a base and a hub o3f activity.

Amongst others, Is to ensure a scientific
integrated, systematic and coordinated
approach to constituency governance,
linking PCO’s with Parliamentarians, MPL’s,
Councillors, Ward Committees, community
development workers, CBO’s and NGO’s
and ANC branches in a common effort to
mobilise all sectors of a community into
action around a programme of
transforming people’s lives for the better
with a focus on social and economic
mobilisation, linked to the pillars of the
ANC Manifesto and facilitating access to
government resources and programmes. 

The South Africa’s parliamentary system
was adopted based on two historical
ideologies of parliamentary systems that
is influenced by colonial powers. The
system contains similarities and elements
of   the Westminster system and
American system. The combination of the
two-system post 1994, gave birth to the
proportional representation and
constituency-based as South Africa’s
Parliamentary system of governance.
South Africa’s system of government
differs greatly from those other
commonwealth nations. As defined by
the constitution as distinctive,
interdependent and interrelated. 
 
The Democratic Parliament system post
1994, dictates that parliamentarians must
be constituency based when performing
parliamentary responsibilities and it
further 

aspirations when conducting their constituency
work in their respective provinces. 
The first parliamentary term as agreed to by the
multi-party National Assembly Programming
Committee that constituency period will resume
on the 23rd of March until the 3rd of May 2021.
The office of the Chief Whip has developed a
focus areas program that seeks to guide
Members of Parliament on what arears that
need urgent attention in communities. The
focus arears are as follows 

Popularizing of New Demarcation of Wards
towards 2021 Local Government Elections;
Public Awareness on Vaccine Roll out Program
and dispel myth about vaccine
On Going Program on Fridays on Gender Based
Violence and Femicide (GBVF)

School visits to assess effective teaching
and learning for the first term, as well as
to mobilize in high schools for Smart
Card ID’s for learners
Verification of National Caucus 195 PCO’s
to strengthen these offices as
Community Development Centre and
ANC Resource Centre per Sub-region to
oil them up for Elections program
Preparation for 55 By-elections: 15 in
April and 40 in May At the end of the
constituency period, MPs are expected to
submit reports on the their constituency
work during the period. findings
contained in their report is used for
exercising  accountability to ministers
and deputy ministers concerned. 

During these constituency period the
office of the Chief Whip embarked on an
oversight visit over all 195 PCOs across
the country under the theme “PCOs
outreach program”. The objective of the
visit is to strengthen working relations
with ANC structures and ANC deployees
in government in an effort to foster
coordination of resources for better
quality service delivery to communities
as anticipated by the  District
Development Model framework. It
further seeks to enhance and entrench
the oversight model adopted by ANC
caucus in its lekgotla. ANC Caucus
believes that oversight is critical for the
constituency work and create an
enabling environment for alignment of
government programs for all three tier of
government. 

CHIEF WHIP'S PCO'S OUTREACH PROGRAMME 
TO NORTH WEST& GAUTENG
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provides in its parliamentary program a
constituency period wherein, MPs are based in
their respective Constituency office for a
particular period. The ANC through the office of
the Chief Whip ensures that its Members of
Parliament are guided by the ANC election
manifesto, ANC National conference resolution,
state of the nation address and January 8
statement 
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CHIEF WHIP'S PCO'S OUTREACH PROGRAMME 
TO MPUMALANGA PROVINCE 
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CHIEF WHIP'S PCO'S OUTREACH PROGRAMME 
TO KWAZULU NATAL PROVINCE 
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ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina & ANC Caucus Chairperson 
Cde Seiso Mohai in Nothern Cape Province 

CHIEF WHIP'S PCO'S OUTREACH PROGRAMME 
IN PICTURES 
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ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina in Free State Province 

ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina in  Western Cape Province 

ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina in Limpopo 
Province 

ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina in Eastern Cape 
Province 
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We further appreciate the recognition
of female leaders as critical role players
in the transformation of our country.

The National Assembly has also, on 3
June 2021 passed three crucial pieces of
legislation that are aimed at fighting
Gender-Based Violence and Femicide,
namely;
The Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and
Related Matters) Amendment Act
Amendment Bill (B16-2020); The
Domestic Violence Amendment Bill
(B20-2020);
and the Criminal and Related Matters
Amendment Bill (B17-2020).
The adoption of these important Bills is
a milestone for South Africa as the
country is continuously faced with the
scourge of gender-based violence and
femicide. This
also comes at a time where the effects
of Covid-19 and lockdown has increased
the 
mber of GBV&F incidents and the use of
technology, which has been taken into
consideration in the amendment of
these bills, will greatly assist South
Africans to
access legal assistance without having
to be physically present in police
stations and
courts. These Bills will ensure that the
rights and lives of women, children, the
LGBTQIA+ community and the society at
large, are protected and perpetrators of
these gruesome crimes are served with
befitting sentences.

This Amendment Bill seeks to amend the
Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and
Related Matters) Amendment Act, 2007,
so as to extend the ambit of the offence
of incest; introduce a new offence of
sexual intimidation, 

ANC CAUCUS WELCOMES THE APPOINTMENT OF TWO SAHRC 
WOMEN COMMISSIONERS AND THE PASSING OF THREE CRUCIAL

 BILLS TO FIGHTGENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

ANC CAUCUS WELCOMES THE
APPOINTMENT OF TWO SAHRC WOMEN
COMMISSIONERS AND THE PASSING OF
THREE CRUCIAL BILLS TO FIGHT
GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
The ANC Parliamentary Caucus welcomes
the appointment of Ms Philile Ntuli and
Ms Fatima Chohan as full-time
commissioners in the South African
Human Rights
Commission for a period of seven years.
The appointment of Ms Ntuli and Ms
Chohan was recommended by the
Portfolio
Committee on Justice and Correctional
Services after the committee was
requested
by the SAHRC to initiate a process to fill
the vacancies arising from the expiry of
Commissioner MS Ameermia’s term of
office and after the passing away of
Deputy
Chairperson, P Jana. The committee
undertook a rigorous recruitment,
shortlisting
and interviewing process and agreed that
Ms Ntuli and Ms Chohan are suitable
candidates to fill the vacancies.
We welcome the appointment of these
two female Commissioners in the
Chapter 9
Institution and believe that they will be of
great value to the Institution. 

further regulate the inclusion of
particulars of persons in the National
Register for Sex Offenders and extend
the list of persons who are to be
protected in terms of Chapter 6 of the
Act. Itfurther seeks to extend the list of
persons who are entitled to submit
applications to the Registrar of the
National Register for Sex Offenders and
further regulate the ermoval of
particulars of persons from the National
Register for Sex Offenders.
The adoption of this Bill reiterates the
resolve taken by government to have
legislation that protects the rights and
dignity of sexual offence victims and
survivors and ensures that justice is
served. It also provides legal grounds for
any person that witnesses or believes
such offence is taking place, to report
the incident to the police, failing which,
they may be found guilty. This will give
effect to the work of the Sexual
Offences Courts and contribute
positively in the prosecution and
conviction of sexual offenders. 

1. The Criminal Law (Sexual Offences
and Related Matters) Amendment Act

Amendment Bill
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The Domestic Violence Amendment Bill
seeks to amend the Domestic Violence Act,
1998 so as to provide for the manner in
which acts of domestic violence and
matters
related thereto must be dealt with, to
further regulate protection orders in
response to
acts of domestic violence and amend
provisions of certain laws.
This Amendment Bill will provide for easier
access for those intending to obtain
protection orders to access them through
the internet. The amendments will expand
the scope of the definition of domestic
violence, which will greatly contribute to
the
change in behaviour that is needed in our
families and society.

2. The domestic violence
Amendment Bill (B20-2020)

3. Criminal and Related Matters
Amendment Bill (B17-2020)

The Criminal and Related Matters
Amendment Bill seeks to amend; the
Magistrates’
.

The Bill also seeks to amend the Criminal
Procedure Act, 1977, so as to further
regulate the granting and cancellation of
bail, he giving of evidence by means of
closed-circuit television or similar
electronic media and the giving of
evidence by a
witness with physical, psychological or
mental disability. It further aims to amend
the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1997, so
as to further
regulate sentences in respect of offences
that have been committed against
vulnerable persons; and the Superior
Courts Act, 2013, so as to provide for the
appointment of intermediaries and the
giving of evidence through intermediaries
in proceedings other than criminal

criminal proceedings.
This will enable victims or the families of
the victims (if the victim is deceased), to
have a chance to be heard by the courts.
The amendments include the use of
audio-visuals, a great step in protecting
the victims from secondary victimization
so
they can be able to speak freely without
intimidation and protect their mental and
psychological well-being.
The ANC Caucus welcomes and supports
the passing of these bills as this
strengthens our resolve to fight GBV&F.
We also commend the Portfolio
Committee
on Justice and Correctional Services for
the tremendous work that it has done in
drafting and speeding up the process to
bring this legislation to the National
Assembly.
The Bills will be sent to the National
Council of Provinces for Concurrence.

Courts Act, 1944, so as to provide for the
appointment of intermediaries and the
giving of evidence through intermediaries
in proceedings other than criminal
proceedings and the giving of evidence
through audio-visual link in proceedings
other than criminal proceedings



The ANC Caucus deeply regrets that
despite harsh warnings issued at the
beginning of the Covid- 19 pandemic in
March 2020 by President Cyril Ramaphosa
repeatedly for the need for anti-
corruption and clean governance in the
use of funds aimed at combating Covid –
19; these warnings have not been heeded.

It is also highly regrettable that 22
municipalities had disclaimed opinions
where municipalities could not provide the
Office of the Auditor – General with
evidence for funds incurred and
disclosures in financial statements. It is
further disheartening that four of these
municipalities did not even provide
financial statements that could be audited.

Caucus is greatly distressed that
notwithstanding supportive measures and
remedial action recommended by the
Office of the Auditor General in previous
findings, including in August 2020 the
situation has further deteriorated
exarcebated by local government finances
that are under pressure in an economy
that has been badly ravaged and battered
by the Covid – 19 pandemic.
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ANC WELCOMES THE AG’S LATEST REPORT
AND CALLS FOR TOUGHER MEASURES

TOWARDS TACKLING CORRUPTION AT THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEVEL

 

ANC Caucus welcomes and deeply
appreciates the Auditor General’s report
and findings on local government
outcomes on Covid- 19 municipal relief
funding released at a SCOPA Meeting on
the 22 June 2021.

These results were released in the week
our country marks the 66 years of the
Freedom Charter which states that our
People shall Govern.

It is therefore disheartening that
Governance seems to be at an all time low
at municipal level where the majority of
our people reside undermining the very
spirit and essence of the Freedom Charter
clauses, depriving them of the levels of
security and comfort that the Freedom
Charter visualized.

PROVINCES MUST TAKE A KEEN
INTEREST IN THE HEALTH OF

MUNICIPALITIES
 

Of grave concern remains widespread non
– compliance with legislation, continuation
of unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and
wasteful expenditure as well as dodgy
procurement processes and contract
management.



The AG calls for ethical and accountable
leadership to drive the desired change

ANC Caucus aligns itself with the AG that
the tone must be set at the top and these
efforts must be championed by the
provincial leadership as well as the
involvement of Mayors and Councils as
well as municipal managers and senior
managers.

The process underway to choose new local
government representatives must be
rigorous to ensure only those that can pass
through the eye of the needle make the
cut.
The days of weak, unethical leaders bent
on political interference and manipulations
of councils for individual benefit must
come to an end.
The current BBGMs and BGMs must elect
leaders that will inspire hope and turn the
tide.
The ANC Caucus Task team must continue
to work with the COGTA Minister and the
organization in dealing with municipalities
that no longer serve the interests of the
people through an absence of service
delivery
Where ANC led municipalities are found to
have been at fault decisive action must be
taken.
ANC calls for incentives for municipalities
that have improved their performance
through sharing best practices such as the
Senqu and Elundini Municipality in the Joe
Gqabi region in the Eastern Cape.
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ANC WELCOMES THE AG’S LATEST REPORT
AND CALLS FOR TOUGHER MEASURES

TOWARDS TACKLING CORRUPTION AT THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEVEL

 

We further call on the various MECs of
COGTA in provinces to follow up with
accounting officers and the political
leadership of the flagged municipalities to
implement remedial action proposed in
the management reports issued by the AG
without any further delay. ANC Caucus is
highly distressed by the AG’s findings that
that local government finances continue to
worsen and that supervision and
monitoring is not taking place at the
municipal level.

Caucus further calls on the Office of the
AG to use its powers derived from the
Public Audit Act of 2018 to ensure
accounting officers take personal
responsibility for transgressions occurring
under their watch. Certificates of debt
against implicated individuals must be
issued.

Caucus notes that this worsening situation
is a threat to the sustainability and viability
of the Presidentially led Economic
Reconstruction and Recovery Plan as a
deteriorating local government sphere will
chase off the much – needed investments

ACTION BY MECs OF COGTA

SIU STARTS TO BITE AND MUST SINK
ITS TEETH MORE

Caucus is encouraged by moves where the
SIU has frozen banking accounts of
individuals, their families and associates
implicated in wrong – doing and this must
be sustained to recover monies
squandered even at the local government
level.

Caucus further calls on the Fusion centre
with Critical institutions such as NPA, SIU,
Hawks, SARS and IPID to accelerate its
work and redouble its efforts against acts
of malfeasance related to the looting of
Covid-19 relief funds and associated graft.

The use of exorbitant consultants
costing a billion rands during the
reporting period alone has not yielded
any value for money as most
municipalities continue to ail. Funds
spend on consultants have robbed
municipalities of much needed basic
services in areas such as access to
water, road infrastructure and its
maintenance as well as other services
such as refuse collection and municipal
health services.

THE USE OF CONSULTANTS NOT
YIELDING ANY VALUE FOR MONEY

 

ARREST CORRUPT POLITICIANS AND
THEIR ASSOCIATES

Noting that Corruption is inimical to
development and constrains the ability of
the ANC Government to fight poverty;
especially during a ravaging pandemic
such as Covid – 19,  It is Caucus’s view
that corrupt politicians, individuals in
government, municipal officials and their
associates found to have squandered
public funds must be investigated,
charged and arrested using all the arms
of the law and its prescripts. 
Corruption damages the already
weakened sense of trust and social
compact between the Government and
the people and must be uprooted.

27 OCTOBER 2021 MUST USHER A NEW
CHAPTER, TURN THE TIDE

 
 



whose actions are a lesson and do not
simply say empty words”.

We all remember that in 2019 during his
SONA, the President said that ‘this is the
Presidency that is not afraid to act’, and
since then we have seen a lot of action and
not mere ‘empty words’. On the 13th of
February, acting on his words this year
during SONA, the President articulated the
implementation of the Presidential Youth
Employment Intervention, consisting of six
priority actions over the next five years to
reduce youth unemployment, and this
initiative is driven by the Project
Management Office (PMO) in the
Presidency.
One of the priority interventions under the
Economic Recovery and Reconstruction
Plan is an employment stimulus to create
jobs and support livelihoods. The
Presidential Employment Stimulus (PES)
supports a range of programmes, from
expanding public employment to
protecting existing jobs and creating new
jobs through market-based mechanisms
and aims to support livelihoods while the
labour market recovers.
The establishment of the Policy Unity in
the Presidency complements PMO in that
it ensures evidence-based policy
alignment, effectively coordinated at
provincial and national level. We should
not commit a mistake of not giving
recognition where it is due. 
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WELCOMES 

AG'S REPORT
 

As the ANC Caucus, we urge all public
servants to desist from conduct that
undermines the integrity of government
and puts the African National Congress
into disrepute. Our people entrusted us to
represent and serve them, therefore, our
actions must be based on the Batho Pele
principles. 

BATHO PELE FIRST
 

CAUCUS TO INTENSIFY ITS ROBUST
OVERSIGHT ROLE

 

The youth of 1976 on June 16 took the
apartheid monster head-on. These
young revolutionaries were motivated
by a desire for a better life and a
democratic South Africa.
This year marks 27 and 25 years of our
democracy and the Constitution
respectively. As we celebrate these
milestones by our mass democratic
movement, we are mindful of the socio-
economic challenges faced by young
people today.
Since 1994, the quality of life for young
people has improved significantly with
increased access to better higher
education. This year is dedicated to
Mme Charlotte Maxeke, the matriarch of
our liberation struggle against race,
class and gender oppression. We are
today still confronted by patriarchy and
gender-based violence (GBV), crime,
poverty, unemployment, widening
inequalities and societal moral decay
and corruption. 
In tackling all these challenges moving
forward, we then should be reminded of
the clarion call made by Charlotte
Maxeke that “we need leadership by
men and women who lead by example,
men and women who love Africans more
than they love themselves, men and
women who preach unity and not
discord, men and women whose actions 

As Members of Parliament, we will
continue to robustly play our oversight
role to ensure accountability and
compliance to acceptable financial
accountability on the use of public funds

Caucus is highly disturbed that
notwithstanding measures such as putting
various municipalities under Section 139
administration, this mechanism seems not
to assist in improving performances of
municipalities.

It is within this context that a Caucus
Local Government Task Team has been
established to co-ordinate this oversight
role. The task Team is a joint collaboration
between the ANC Study Groups on SCOPA,
COGTA and the Standing Committee on
Appropriations and is led by the Office of
the Chief Whip, Honourable Pemmy
Majodina.

YOUTH MONTH COMMEMORATION 
 By Cde Dibolelo Mahlatsi 
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NSFAS works, many of us are beneficiaries
of NSFAS, however, there is a need to
tighten it administrative capacity.
As we remember President Peter Mokaba
and Secretary General Sindiso Magaqa, the
real proponents of economic freedom in
our lifetime, we are motivated by Nkosana
Mtambo, a young farmer in Vrede in the
Free State, whose employees are 75%
youth, he contributes meaningfully to our
agricultural productivity and food security.
Nkosana said ‘as young people, we are not
leading TOMORROW, we are leading
NOW’, and this is one of but many
examples to indicate that young people are
ready to become farmers and the
expropriation of land without
compensation will radically accelerate this
process by pursuing with greater
determination, the programme of land
reform and rural development as part of
radical economic transformation. 
COVID-19 has exposed how land
dispossessions, skewed apartheid spatial
developmental planning and forced
removals have over decades reproduced
the inequalities found in our modern-day
societies. There is a landless young person
who sleeps on the streets of Cape Town
without a home, his name is Johnie, he
along with many other land hungry young
people in the country, have asked that I
remind the President that “LAND WAS
STOLEN and LAND MUST BE RETURNED!!!
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As we remember Solomon Kalushi
Mahlangu, one of the martyrs of the youth
struggle and youth emancipation against
poverty. We are encouraged that the
Presidency, through the National Youth
Development Agency (NYDA) and the
Department of Small Business and
Development (DSBD) has reached a target
of about one thousand (1 000) young
entrepreneurs receiving business support,
and 15 000 start-ups will receive support
in the MTEF period.
A transformative and inclusive economy
must proactively include young people and
their SMMEs as participants to help grow
the economy. To help reduce high rate of
start-up failures, we would like to see
increased business support and services
made available through the BizPortal.

The NYDA leads by example, it is led by
educated young professionals!! Unlike the
blue and white epitome of white
supremacy and white privilege led by
those with fake qualifications. In three (3)
consecutive years, the NYDA has produced
clean audits and this is a clear display of
capability by young people. The NYDA has
become a catalyst of good governance,
therefore, it is important that as we build
State Capacity in appointing CEO’s, DG’s
and senior managers of government
departments and entities, young people
must be considered.

Thus far the NYDA has assisted over 485
176 young people with life skills, 6210
youth owned enterprises receiving NYDA
grants creating 29 239 jobs that have
been sustained. An increase of a budget
allocation to the NYDA will results in the
creation of more jobs and enterprises.
The ANC, as a caring and listening
organisation, restarted the process of
appointing the NYDA Board after young
people had raised their concerns about
the appointment process. We remain
hopeful that the process of appointing
the NYDA Board will soon reach finality
and the good work of this Agency will
continue to prevail.

If President Sphiwe Zuma and President
Sandra Baloyi proponents of quality free
education, were with us today, they
would be delighted that education is free
for the poor, and government is working
tirelessly to in finding lasting solutions for
the missing middle. We are encouraging
more young people to take up maths and
science as subjects, as the establishment
of the University of Science and
Innovation in Ekurhuleni will nurture and
harness our nation’s scientific,
technological and innovative capacity. We
agree that more still needs to be done to
expand higher education and to develop a
critical human capability for socio-
economic transformation.

YOUTH MONTH COMMEMORATION 
 

By Cde Dibolelo Mahlatsi 



Mama Charlotte Maxeke who came to be
known as the “Mother of Black Freedom in
South Africa,” was an extraordinary woman
who made a contribution at a time when it
was exceptionally hard for women to rise
to the fore in liberation politics. She took
up space and cemented herself during a
time when the voice of a women was
unheard. 
She was a leader in the African Methodist
Episcopal Church (AMEC), a social and
political activist and the first black South
African woman to graduate with a
university degree; a BSc from Wilberforce
University, Ohio, United States of America
(USA) in 1901. 
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ANC CAUCUS MEN
SAY NO TO GBV & F

 Through this launch and the planned
programme, the ANC Caucus seeks a buy-
in and support for activities which are
targeting Men and Boys in all
Constituencies, especially the regions
classified by South African Police Services
as hotspots of gender-based violence in
the country.
The aim of the programmes is to fully
target young boys from school, young and
older men and create a platform to make
inputs on advancement of gender equality
and the fight against gender-based
violence. 
The Caucus launch was also virtually
attended and received messages of
support from 
a representative from the LGBTQIA+
community, Deputy Chairperson of SANAC
Steve 
Letsike, and a representative from the
Disability Sector, Commissioner Mazibuko.
ANC Caucus male MPs, led by the
Chairperson of the Study Group on Health
Dr Sibongiseni 
Dhlomo, signed a Pledge to End the
Scourge of Gender-based Violence that
read,
“As a Member of the ANC Caucus in
Parliament, I recognise that violence
aagainst women and children is the
manifestation of a profound lack of respect
- a failure 
by us to recognize the inherent equality
and dignity of women and children and 
that it is a violation of their fundamental
human rights.
I acknowledge the adverse effects violence
has on the country.
I therefore commit to playing my part in
ending Gender Based Violence and 
Femicide, by being a positive role model, a
mentor and not allowing any form of 
violence to take place without doing
something about it.
I commit to ensuring safer communities
for women and children”.
The ANC in Parliament recognises that for
South Africa to achieve social cohesion
and end Gender-based Violence, we need
to unite, regardless of race, gender, sexual 

In March 2021, South Africa
commemorated Human Rights month
under the theme: 'The Year of Charlotte
Maxeke: Promoting Human Rights in the
Age of COVID-19'. This year marks the
150th anniversary of the birth of
liberation struggle heroine and human
rights campaigner, Mama Charlotte
Manye Maxeke. Had she lived, she would
be 150 years this year.
We commemorated Human Rights month
just over one year since the President of
the Republic of South Africa announced
the national state of disaster and the
implementation of the national lockdown.
While placing certain limitations to our
human rights, the objective of this was to
curb the rampant spread of the deadly
Coronavirus pandemic which has resulted
in a loss of lives and livelihoods. The
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has
been felt by all. It has changed our way of
life forever.

THE YEAR OF CHARLOTTE MAXEKE: 
PROMOTING AND PROTECTING HUMAN

 RIGHTS IN THE AGE OF COVID-19.
 
 

By Cde Bulelani Magwanishe

Mama Maxeke was politically active
throughout her adult life.  She was an early
opponent of passes for black women.
Together with her husband, she attended
the launch of the South African Native
National Congress (SANNC), the precursor
of the African National Congress (ANC) in
Bloemfontein in 1912. She was concerned
with the social and political status
occupied by women. She helped organise
the anti-pass movement in Bloemfontein
in 1913 and founded the Bantu Women’s
League of the SANNC, precursor of the
ANC Women’s League, in 1918. As leader of
the League, she led a delegation to Prime
Minister Louis Botha to discuss the issue
of passes for women. This was followed by
a protest the following year. Mama
Charlotte was also involved in protests on
the Witwatersrand about low wages and
participated in the formation of the
Industrial and Commercial Workers Union
(ICU) in 1920. 
As a delegate to the AMEC Conference in
1928 in the USA, she became increasingly
concerned about the welfare of Africans.
In 1935 she addressed the All-African
Convention at Bloemfontein. She played a
principal role in the establishment of the
National Council of African Women. 
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enshrines peoples rights and affirms their
dignity, equality and freedom. In clauses that
resemble the Freedom Charter, the
Constitution guarantees to all citizens the
right to equality before the law, inherent
dignity, the right to life, freedom and
security of person, privacy, freedom of
religion, belief and opinion; freedom of
expression, assembly, demonstration, picket
and petition including freedom of
association.
The Constitution further calls on us to build
a revolutionary democratic state and nation
and to this end much progress has been
made in implementing the constitutional
values in ensuring a comprehensive health
system accessible to all, building sustainable
and economic human settlements, and free
and accessible education for all and
provision of progressive social intervention
mechanisms. 
Although this has contributed to enhancing
the lives of people, we cannot shy away from
the reality that many challenges and
problems still persist in this regard which the
democratic state is paying close attention to. 
Although there has been notable progress in
economic redress, it is recognized that much
more needs to be done to change the
patterns of ownership in the economy,
distribution and redistribution of economic
opportunities and resources. 

On this great occasion, I join my colleagues
in paying tribute to the founding mothers
and fathers of our Constitution, a document
which is internationally acclaimed and
considered as one of the best in the world. 
Our Constitution was adopted to heal the
divisions of the past and establish a society
based on democratic values, social justice
and fundamental human rights.  
It was adopted to lay the foundation for a
democratic and open society, based on the
will of the people. 
Furthermore, it was adopted to improve the
quality of life of all citizens and free the
potential of each person. 
As we celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
Constitution and Bill of Rights, we must note
that its roots can be traced back to the
African National Congress – which has been
both a liberation and human rights
movement. In 1923 the ANC conference
adopted the African Bill of Rights. The
central themes in the African Bill of Rights
were the demand for land, freedom, the
equality of all citizens before the law, and
justice.  
Two decades later, in 1943, yet another Bill of
Rights was drawn and adopted. It was titled
the "African's Claims in South Africa”.
 In 1955, the Freedom Charter was adopted.
Gathered in Kliptown, the people declared
that the People Shall Govern!

The historic values of the ANC have
indeed become national values.
Historically the ANC has always envisaged
a society free of oppression and
economic exclusion based on racialised
notions of White supremacy and
subscribed to the fundamental tenets of
democracy which include
the principle of African unity and self-
determination 
parliamentary democracy, 
a human rights ethic, 
a universal franchise for all citizens
irrespective of race, and social justice
the rule of law and a separation of powers
between and among state institutions, 
respect for minorities; and 
an accountable and transparent
government.

After the adoption of the Freedom
Charter by the Congress Alliance in 1955,
these tenets of democracy were
concretised in its various political,
economic, socio-cultural, non-racial,
gender equality call and internationalist
clauses and demands. 
The Freedom Charter marked a moment
of revolutionary progress in the demands
for sovereignty and self-determination. It
committed all South Africans to work side
by side for the realization of their
freedoms and rights. 

To this end, its noble values find
expression in the Constitution of the
Republic which in the Preamble
recognizes “ We the People” as the
ultimate sovereign in the country and
establishing the Constitution as the
supreme law of the Republic and commits
to healing divisions of the past and
establishing a society based on
democratic values, social justice and
fundamental rights. The Constitution of
the Republic is a unique and historical
document which ranks among few that
entrenches the Bill of Rights as a
cornerstone of our democracy and 

25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

 By Cde Fikile Masiko 
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Our political project and national liberation
remain empty as long as the economic basis
of our existence both as a country and
people is not transformed to ensure
inclusivity and redress of the historical
economic injustice. This includes addressing
the issue of ownership of and access to land.
Therefore the task of nation building is
organically and strategically linked to
economic emancipation and transformation,
the one cannot be addressed to the
exclusion of the other.
For all these commitments we must continue
to build a democratic, capable developmental
state. The state needs to continue the
process of capacitating and strengthening
state institutions with the aim of ensuring
these are positioned and aligned to meet the
constitutional demands we outlined above. 

rm our resolve to double our efforts to
build an effective Constitution whose
future amendments continue to shape
the South African project as envisaged by
our founding parents. We want this
constitution to meet the growing
demands of our country, but moreover,
we want to see this Constitution meeting
urgent tasks that continue to elude us.

In concluding. The governing party, the
African National Congress has declared
2021 “The Year of Unity, Renewal and
Reconstruction in the year of Charlotte
Maxeke” as a fitting tribute to this
champion of the people of the South.
Perhaps, as we look into the future we
need to reflect on the question - what is
expected of the political leaders of today,

living under a free and democratic
dispensation as opposed to the leaders such
as Mama Charlotte Maxeke?  
Generations of political leaders before us
had specific tasks which they executed
without consideration to personal risk or
loss.  As this generation, what is our task
and what are we willing to sacrifice in order
to execute it with the same commitment
and diligence as those who came before us?
It is with this in mind that I wish to
challenge those of us in positions of
leadership to identify our unique task and
execute it in a manner that will make future
generations look back on us and say our
people’s struggle was not in vain.  President
Mandela and all the stalwarts that have
departed must look back on us with pride
for taking the baton from them and
finishing the race at the point where our
people all enjoy economic freedom as much,
if not more, than they currently enjoy
political freedom.



SOE’s function in strategic sectors of the
economy and positively contribute to 
national and local economic development. 
In a joint sitting of the NA and the NCOP,
the State President Cyril Ramaphosa 
unveiled the Economic Reconstruction
and Recovery Plan and in the SONA 
2021, the country received a report back
on progress to date and the
implementation plan for the path to
economic renewal. 
SOE’s, in partnership with the private
sector will play a critical role in the 
implementation of the plan for
infrastructure development,
industrialisation and localisation. 
It is difficult to support the view that, due
to challenges, government should 
abandon SOE’s as the facts point in the
opposite direction. SOE’s make an 
important contribution to the economy
as the total revenue of SOEs 
correspond to 8.7% of GDP. 
While this contribution does not crowd
the economy or crowd out the private 
sector, it is most certainly a significant
contribution. Eskom contributes nearly 
one third of that revenue. 
Most SOE’s are not small businesses as
the SOE’s only in the DPE stable have a 
revenue stream of some R277 billion. This
excludes other SOE’s such as ACSA 
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or the Central Energy Fund, which reports
to the Ministry of Transport and 
Mineral Resources respectively. These
revenue numbers are not based on a 
good year, but rather on the last financial
year, which was negatively affected 
through the disruption of the Covid 19
pandemic. 
These are businesses which make a serious
contribution to the economy and 
will continue to do so and financially
perform much better under normal 
economic conditions. SOE’s make a serious
contribution to the employment of 
thousands of South Africans who have good
quality jobs in many different 
professions. 
Wherever SOE’s function, they are able to
positively contribute to the local 
economy, whether in electricity generation,
transmission and distribution, 
ports, rail, mining armaments and forestry
and the list extends itself to even 
other SOE’s outside the DPE stable. 
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The 6th Parliament inherited SOE’s which
were weakened through corruption,
state capture, bad corporate governance
practices and weak financial controls. 
Much of this has been reported upon in
SCOPA and the media.
What is encouraging is that team DPE is
ensuring good corporate governance is 
restored through the appointment of new
Boards and management. With new 
Boards and management, financial control is
being restored in and law 
enforcement agencies are at work with
consequence management applied.
Assets are being seized and financial
recoveries have commenced as is the case
with Eskom. The tide is turning against
corruption.

 The 6th Parliament on State Capture
and Corruption in SOE’s 

 By Cde Khaya Magaxa

SOE CONTRIBUTION TO THE ECONOMY 
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Since the beginning of the 6th Parliament,
while progress to ensuring good 
governance, operational and financial
stability may appear to be measured,
there is much progress which can be
highlighted that is encouraging. The 
stability created in SOE’s through the
appointment of new boards and 
management has begun to actively deal with
corruption in conjunction with 
law enforcement agencies and financial
recoveries have begun to be made,
which are significant. 
There has been a reduction in losses, as well
as irregular and fruitless and 
wasteful expenditure. While the situation in
this regard is not ideal and much 
Parliamentary oversight will be focussed in
this area, it is crucial to 
acknowledge that progress is being made
and we are moving in the right 
direction. Some of the irregular expenditure
reflected in the last financial year 
was historical and is being dealt with.
Progress is being made due to the 
corrective action taken and this approach is
leading to the success of achieving 
operational viability. Operations are starting
to improve, with renewed focus 
on the development of the SOE business
under difficult economic conditions as 
the economy has not as yet normalised due
to the pandemic. 

It is clear that, upon ensuring good
governance, operational and financial 
stability must be achieved to reduce
the dependency of the SOE’s on the 
fiscus. The funding which many have
received from the fiscus is part of the 
legal responsibility of the shareholder
and was also based on an
understanding 
of direct and indirect economic
contribution of the SOE to the country. 
Challenges need to be confronted and
resolved and not merely abandon an 
entity due to turbulent times.
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The salaries of workers not being paid is
always a source of concern. The entity 
is undergoing restructuring and developing
plans for its sustainability, which 
requires to be implemented in this financial
year. The Committee will focus on progress
which is being made in regard to all 
SOE’s as part of its enhanced oversight as
we, like the department, sseek success from
the entities. Corporate plans need to be
more vigorously interrogated. Losses need to
be reduced and irregular and wasteful 
expenditure needs to decline even further or
eradicated in the entities which 
report to the department. 
While the progress made with SOE’s has
been slow, it has been steady and in a 
positive direction. Legal process always takes
its own time. 
The restoring of SOE’s to operational,
commercial and financial sustainability 
must be geared towards enhancing
shareholder value. The enhancement of this
value means the ability of these entities to
reach a post capture and corruption stage to
be able to invest in infrastructure 
development off its balance sheet and not
rely on the fiscus. 
The Department is functioning under
difficult conditions in the `new normal’ 
and is succeeding. The Department’s plans
and Programmes seek to take SOE’s 
to the next level of viability in the current
financial year. As the old adage goes 
that Rome was not built in a day. The
progress is encouraging and only success 
emerges from such a positive and focussed
approach. 

THE ROLE OF THE DPE

SOEs UNDER DPE 

The functioning of Medupi and Kusile
is slowly improving and should be 
heading towards optimal production.
The Business Rescue process of SAA is 
finally concluded and the new interim
Board and management can now 
develop the airline on a new business
plan. This process could not have
ended 
fast enough. Alexcor, after
experiencing many challenges, has
reduced its 
losses and is starting to show signs of
recovery and this must be encouraged 
irrespective of the approach of
integrating all state assets in the
mining sector. Denel has experienced
many challenges due to state capture
and corruption. 
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This is the key to energy security and also
enables the restructuring of Eskom whilst 
reducing load shedding. However, the IPP’s
can only supply up to 30% of the country’s 
electricity demand and the bulk of the supply
will still come from Eskom through other 
energy sources based on the Integrated
Resource Plan. 
The Eskom roadmap tabled by Minister
Pravin Gordhan in October 2019 committed 
that a transmission company would be set up
by December 2020 and legally 
separated by December 2021, with the
unbundling of the generation and
distribution entities completed by December
2022.

This restructuring process of Eskom is not a
strategy to prepare the ground for its 
privatisation, as some political parties have
alleged. On the contrary, Eskom’s 
roadmap seeks to ensure the expansion of
electricity supply to meet growing demand
in the economy.
The ANC Study Group is united in its
commitment to the restoration of Eskom to 
financial and operational viability. But we
know that the full separation will take some 
time and will also require major policy,
legislative and regulatory changes.
The regulatory framework has to be designed
to ensure economic efficiency and any 
tariff increases and profit margins should be
economically justifiable and not seek to 
fix economic inefficiencies in a business
model. 

ESKOM: ITS ROLE AND PROSPECTS FOR
ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION AND RECOVERY

In recent years, there has been much focus
on Eskom in relation to load shedding, 
challenges of corporate governance and
issues flowing from state capture and 
corruption. This focus becomes more
pronounced as the power utility released its 
annual financial report in the midst of load
shedding. 
The focus on Eskom is justified because,
according to some estimates from a UCT 
study, a fully functional Eskom would have
added at least 1% per annum to South 
Africa’s GDP and created thousands of jobs. 
In spite of these challenges, Eskom remains
by far the largest supplier of electricity on 
the African Continent and one of the largest
in the world.

n the 2019 Budget, Eskom received an
annual inflation-adjusted R23-billion
every year over the next 10 years, and a
special appropriation of R56-billion
over two years to help Eskom pay off
the debt.
The reality right now is that Eskom is
incapable of meeting the electricity
demands of the economy. Eskom has
asked for tariff increases of about triple
the inflation rate. 
These will most definitely stifle our
economic reconstruction and growth
prospects. All stakeholders need to
explore different alternatives to this
challenge.

President Cyril Ramaphosa has
committed government to restoring
corporate governance and ensuring
plant reliability and reducing outages at
Eskom. At the same time the President
announced the further acquisition of
renewable energy through IPP’s would
be brought onstream to increase
generation to meet the demands in the
economy.

he development of Green Energy
through renewable energy systems is
part of the 
global commitment to the Paris
Agreement of developing cleaner
energy sources and 
reduction in carbon emissions. Green
energy provides industrialisation
opportunities 
for the country and new job
opportunities.
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By Cde  Judith Tshabalala 

Government’s initiatives to
resolve the Eskom challenges

Progress to date 

Whip Cde  Judith Tshabalala 
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Eskom has made progress in the course of
the previous financial year. Corporate 
governance has improved through the
new Board and the changes in the
management atructure. The new board
and management have acted against
allegations of corruption and commenced
with legal processes to recover what is
owed to ththcompany.
Eskom also attempted improve the
maintenance of power plants resulting in
the reduced necessity of load shedding.
There is also an improvement in the
pricing of coal to the power stations.
Eskom is now able in a transparent
manner to view the cost structure of the
coal mines that are applying for rights to
participate. Eskom has also exceeded
their own targets in terms of cost savings
in the previous financial year.
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PROGRESS TO DATE There have been improvements in terms
of maintenance of the power plants and
most units at Medupi are functional and
Eskom is working on Kusile in the same
manner.
Eskom made a loss of R20 billion in the
previous financial year. The company’s
financials reveal that there was irregular
expenditure of R1.1 billion under the
watch of the new management. While
this was unacceptable, it is relatively low
in comparison to previous years.

CONCLUSION 

While there has been much progress in
terms of the restructuring of Eskom into
three divisions; namely, generation,
transmission and distribution the legal
separation has 
not as yet occurred.
Government’s strategy is to ensure that
Eskom returns to good corporate
governance, operational excellence and
commercial as well as financial viability. Its
approach to public/ private partnerships in
the electricity sector is to ensure that there
is expansion of electricity supply to meet
the growth in demand. This expansion of the
electricity sector has to occur not only in
generation, but in transmission and
distribution as well. 
The efficient supply of electricity in the
country is a critical input factor for the
success of all other socio-economic
activities. 
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Bikizana & Mooifontein couldn't hide their excitement after receiving their bicycles from the ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy
Majodina in Partnership with MTN FOUNDATION SA 

VISIT TO SCHOOLS BY CHIEF WHIP 
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MTN FOUNDATION SA
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The girl that made Chief Whip cry as she brought back sad memories of going to school barefooted
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East London PCO: Cde Princess Faku with Chief Whip in Partnership with GIFT OF THE GIVERS FOUNDATION donated food
parcels and blankets to less fortunate WSU students. 

 

ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina in Partnership with AL-IMDAAD FOUNDATION "striving  to  serve Humanity"
by reaching  out  through  Winter Warmth  Programme  at  Makana by donating blankets to the Underprivileged

Youth Headed Households 
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HONOURING YOUTH MONTH ANC CHIEF WHIP CDE PEMMY MAJODINA IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH AL-IMDAAD FOUNDATION COMMEMORATING 45
YEARS OF 1976 JUNE 16 STUDENTS UPRISING BY DONATING TO THE

UNDERPRIVILEGED PEOPLE 

ANC Chief Whip Cde Majodina in Partnership with AL-IMDAAD FOUNDATION donated water tanks and blankets to underprivileged
learners at St Thomas Special School in, Eastern Cape.(Amahlathi Local Municipality)
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Speaking to the Cape Argus, Deputy
Minister Skwatsha said that plans to move
the residents to another area were at an
advanced stage.

He said while the government would not
be communicating a date just yet, they
should be assured that a plan is in motion.
“I have noticed that residents here are
facing many issues. As a leader, it would
be irresponsible of me to be in this space,
and not assist them. One gentleman here
doesn’t even know when he was born, and
has no documents. There is confusion
about registering for vaccinations. I will
be connecting with the necessary
departments to assist these people,”
Skwatsha said.

CDE CHIEF WHIP PEMMY MAJODINA  & CDE MCEBISI
SKWATSHA IN PARTNERSHIP WITH GIFT OF THE
GIVERS FOUNDATION HELP FAMILIES AT MESCO

FARM
 

Agriculture Mcebisi Land Reform Deputy
Minister Cde Mcebisi Skwatsha in
Partnership with Non-Profit Organisation
Gift of The Givers visited residents living
on a state-owned farm, Mesco, outside of
Kraaifontein, in response to the food
insecurity crisis in the community.

In an event attended by the ANC Chief
Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina Cde Skwatsha
and Gift of the Givers distributed the food
hampers, including winter items and
Covid-19 safety packs to the community’s
families.
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Funeral Service of Cde Dora Dlamini Funeral Service of Cde Zamuxolo Peter

Funeral Service of Cde Hishaam Mohamed
Funeral Service of Cde Dr. Phumza Dyantyi

Funeral Service of Cde Adv Loyiso Mpumlwana:
ANC Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina, EC
Premier Cde Oscar Mabuyane and KSD LM

Executive Mayor Cllr Nyaniso Nelani addressing
mourners 

Funeral Service of Cde Nomvuzo Shabalala
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Funeral Service of Cde Nombulelo Hermans

Funeral Service of Cde Jackson Mthembu: from left
Deputy President Cde David Mabuza, ANC Chief Whip
Cde Pemmy Majodina & President Cyril Ramaphosa 

Funeral Service of Cde Thozama Mantashe: ANC
Chief Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina with Cde Sisisi

Tolashe and Cde Noxolo Abraham-Ntantiso

Funeral Service of Cde Mpho Tongwane 
Cde Jacqueline Mofokeng's Funeral: ANC Chief
Whip Cde Pemmy Majodina, Hon. Speaker of the
National Assembly Cde Thandi Modise & Cde
Bulelani Magwanishe
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The African National Congress (ANC)
congratulates its National Chairperson,
Comrade Gwede Mantashe, for
successfully completing the Master of
Business Administration (MBA) with
MANCOSA. Comrade Mantashe
graduated today, 5th June 2021, during a
virtual session of the institution's
graduation ceremony. 
 
This is the National Chairperson's second
Masters qualification, having previously
completed a Master of Arts from the
University of Witwatersrand (WITS) in
2008. This brings to four (4) tertiary
qualifications successfully completed by
the National Chairperson.  Studying for
an MBA requires a lot of discipline, hard
work, compassion and an ability to stick
to time. However, when you achieve your
MBA, you don't feel the length of the
journey. It takes courage and it is an
important qualification. I encourage
young people to study", said Comrade
Gwede Mantashe during the graduation
session.  

 

Comrade Nompendulo Mkhatshwa
graduated for her third qualification in a
Post Grad Diploma in Educational
Management and Leadership. 
CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN ORDER
COMRADE MPENDU. 

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE TO THE RECENTLY
GRADUATED COMRADES
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Dr Nobuhle Nkabane has obtained a Post
Graduate Diploma in Labour from the
University of the Western Cape.
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MOTION BY  SOUTH AFRICAN PAP DELEGATE 
HON. PEMMY MAJODINA CALLING FOR THE WAIVER OF

 SPECIFIC TRADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS RELATING TO MANUFACTURING

 OF COVID 19 VACCINES AND RELATED DRUGS
 

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) obligations
related to the manufacturing of COVID-19 
vaccines in order to enable countries to
manufacture their vaccines to save human lives
 fully South Africa and India’s call for the World
Trade Organization to waive 
specific Trade-Related Aspects of intellectual
Property Rights in order to enable the locally 
manufacturing of COVID 19 drugs and related
vaccines which will not only enable speedy
access of local manufactured vaccines and
enable reasonable prices;

Further noting that this call is now being
supported by more than hundred global
countries, 
including the United States of America (USA);
Further call upon all the AU Member States to
support this call as an effective and reasonable 
response to the devastating scourge of Corona
Virus to save millions of lives;
Therefore, call upon this House to debate and
support the call for the WTO to waive specific 
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights to enable the local manufacturing of 
COVID 19 vaccines and drugs to save human
lives;
Honourable President, I beg to move.
Mover, Hon P. Majodina seconded by Hon
Chirwa fom Malawi

Mr Acting President,
I hereby, in terms of Rule 61, give the
following notice of motion:
That this House –
Notes with deep concern that the
devastation effect caused by the global
pandemic of COVID 19 did not only result
in the loss of millions of lives across the
globe, but it has caused immense damage
to the economic and social stability in the
developing countries such as the AU
Member States in particular;
Further notes with deep concern that if
not properly addressed, the social and
economic effect of the Corona Virus may
result in the increase of extremism,
violent protests, instability 
and unconstitutional change of
governments as such governments will be
unable to meet its 
social and economic obligations to its
citizens;
Cognisant of the existence of the World
Trade Organization’s Intellectual Property
restrictions in the manufacturing of
COVID 19 related drugs and vaccines;
Acknowledging with great appreciation
and support South Africa and India’s
proposal that 
the World Trade Organisation should
consider to waive specific Trade-Related
Aspects of 
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Mr Acting President and Honourable
Members of Pan African Parliament.
I hereby, in terms of Rule 61, give the
following notice of motion:
That this House –
Notes that the ongoing cruel and barbaric
Islamist attacks in the Northern Province of
Cabo Delgado in Mozambique, which
includes barbaric and cruel beheading of
innocent ccivilianshas had a devastating
effect not only to the ordinary citizens of
Cabo Delgado, but it has profound lasting
negative effect to Mozambique, the Southern
Africa Region and the African Continent as a
whole;
Deeply concerned that the ongoing terrorist
attacks has not only displaced thousands of 
citizens and undermined any social and
economic activities as well as human rights
violations in the Region;
Concerned that the biggest victims of the
ongoing violent and barbaric attacks in Cabo 
Delgado are women, children and people
with disabilities;
Further deeply concerned that these
barbaric extremists seem to be well-
financially 
resourced, well-equipped and intelligence
savvy;
Acknowledging the efforts of the Southern
Africa Developing Community Heads of
States to help Mozambique repel these
violence extremists in Cabo Delgado and to
help Mozambique find the lasting peace;
Noting that the terrorist attacks in
Mozambique is not an isolated incident as it
is adding to a number of terrorist attacks in
countries such as Nigeria, Libya, Somalia,
Kenya, Chad, 
Cameroon and Mali just to mention a few;

Deeply concerned that despite the
increasing extremist attacks in the
Member States, the 
African Union doesn’t seem to have a
comprehensive continental wide
strategy to deal with 
terrorism and extremism in the
Continent;
Extremely concerned that if not
properly dealt with, the increasing
terrorist attacks in the AU 
Member States will have great negative
effect in the implementation and
achievement of 
AU’s Agenda 2063 such as the free
movement of people and goods;
Calling upon the African Union to
urgently develop a continental-wide
strategy and common 
position on how to deal with the
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MOTION CALLING FOR THE IMMEDIATE END OF TERRORISM IN MOZAMBIQUE 
 

4th ORDINARY SESSION, 24 MAY - 03 JUNE 2021 (PAN AFRICAN PARLIAMENT)
 

increasing terrorist and extremism
attacks in Member States. Noting
Africa’s long standing principle of
solidarity, a long standing practice
which enjoins 
Africa to adopt common positions on
issues which affect the continent, and
the Pan African 
Parliament slogan of One Africa One
Voice in resolving challenges;
Therefore, call upon this House to
debate and adopt this motion calling
for the immediate 
end of terrorism and barbaric
extremism in Mozambique’s Province
of Cabo Delgado.
Mr. Acting President, I beg to move.
Mover, Hon. PemmyMajodina
secondedbyHonourable Magongo from
eSwatini
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Mr President,
I hereby, in terms of Rule 61, give the
following notice of motion:
That this House Notes with
immeasurable sadness the devastating
effect caused by the eruption of Volcano
Nyiragongo, situated in the north of the
city of Goma in North Kivu province;
Further saddened by the fact that the
effect of Volcano Nyiragongo did not
only result in the huge damage to
property, it also and unfortunately
resulted in the disappearance and loss of
hundreds of lives;support and
humanitarian aid to the Government and
people of the DRC 
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Further noting with deep sadness that the
eruption of Volcano Nyiragongo occurred
at an unfortunate and sad period in the
history of humankind where the world,
including Africa is in the middle of the
battle against the deadly Corona Virus
pandemic which has weakened the nations’
ability and economic muscles to timeously,
efficiently and effectively respond to
tragedies such as this;
Call upon the nations of the world in
general and Africa in particular to provide
necessary to minimise the effect of Volcano
Nyiragongo;
Further call upon all the African Union

Member States to proactively put in place
measures which will enable them to
respond better to future catastrophes
such as Volcano Nyiragongo and to
minimise their effects to human lives;
In the spirit of our founding fathers, I call
upon this House to debate and adopt this
Motion to pay tribute and solidarity with
the Government and the people of DRC
following the eruption of deadly Volcano
Nyiragongo. The pain of the people of DRC
is our pain.
Mr. President, I beg to move.
Mover: Hon. Pemmy Majodina (South
Africa)
Seconder: Hon. Togarepi (Zimbabwe)

4th ORDINARY SESSION, 24 MAY - 03 JUNE 2021 (PAN AFRICAN PARLIAMENT)
ANC CHIEF WHIP/MEMBER OF PAN AFRICAN PARLIAMENT WITH PAP DELEGATES
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Fellow South Africans, friends and
comrades; 

Over the last few days, both the print and
electronic newsrooms across the length
and breadth of the world were abuzz with
the news of the passing away of one of the
finest sons of Africa, the architect of African
unity and independence, a great visionary
and a unifier of unparalleled stature among
his peers, a Pan Africanist till the end, and
the founding President of the Republic of
Zambia, the late Kenneth Kaunda.
Chairperson, I am sure this house would
agree that, there is no encyclopaedia
written yet to describe the revolutionary
selflessness, fearlessness, courageousness,
and the peace and freedom loving persona
in the late Kenneth Kaunda. 
This is a man who, at a great cost to his
people and the country, believed that his
own Freedom and that of his people are
inseparably linked to the freedom of the
people of South Africa, the SADC region
and the entire African continent. An
internationalist of unparalleled stature who
dedicated his entire life for world peace
and justice. 
As a visionary, a great African revolutionary
strategist and elder state man, Kenneth 
Kaunda played a critical role in brokering a
cease fire between the South African 
liberation movement led by the African
National Congress and the apartheid white 
minority domination. We owe the peaceful
coexistence we are enjoying today to his 
courage of conviction and outstanding
leadership qualities.

This he did, not out of cowardice or
revolutionary fatique, but because of his
deep conviction that a negotiated
settlement of the South African and
Namibian political 
conflict are the basis for the lasting peace
and prosperity of all the people of South 
Africa, the SADC region and the entire
African Continent.

His facilitation of the peaceful settlement
of South Africa’s political conflict
between the ANC and the apartheid
white minority regime culminated into
the ANC adoption of the 1988
Constitutional Guidelines which was
later adopted by the Organisation of
African Unity as the Harare Declaration
of 1989.
The Harare Declaration outlined the
conditions under which the African
National Congress as a leading mass
party of revolution would enter into
negotiated settlement with the South
African regime. This Declaration, as
adopted by the Organisation of African
Unity was accomplished in the aftermath
of the bruising and heroic military battle
between the erstwhile apartheid South
African Defence Force and the combined
forces of Cubans and Angolans at Quito
Cuanavale. There is no doubt that, the
Battle of Quito Cuanavale will go down
the memory lanes of history as among
the decisive factors that led to the
liberation of Namibia. For this, many
generations of South Africa and the
entire SADC region will forever be
indebted 

TRIBUTES ON THE PASSING ON OF PRESIDENT
KAUNDA
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Kenneth Kaunda together with his
compatriots in arms, the late Mualimo Julius 
Nyerere, Augostinho Neto, Samora Maschelle
and Robert Mugabe were father figures 
of the frontline states that pushed
colonialism in the Southern tip of Africa to its 
absolute demise. 
He believed like his counter parts in South
Africa, the late Oliver Reginald Tambo, 
Walter Sisulu and Nelson Mandela that South
Africa can only chart a new trajectory of 
defining its collective prosperity and future
destiny, united in diversity, through peaceful 
negotiations.
This was demonstrated by the African
National Congress resolution at its special 
national consultative conference in Kabwe,
Zambia in 1985. This conference mandated
Oliver Reginald Tambo and his leadership
collective to focus on two strategic priorities,
namely; the intensification of the struggle in
all fronts and the preparation of the ANC for
any eventual prospects of negotiated
settlement in South Africa. 

By ANC Caucus Chairperson Cde Seiso Mohai 
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There is no doubt that, the Battle of Quito
Cuanavale will go down the memory lanes 
of history as among the decisive factors that
led to the liberation of Namibia. For this, 
many generations of South Africa and the
entire SADC region will forever be indebted to
the Cubans for their internationalists
solidarity by challenging the myth of the 
apartheid military invincibility. 
Honourable Chairperson, we in the African
National Congress stand here today to 
proclaim without any fear of contradiction
that, the life and times of Kenneth Kaunda 
and his generation of African leaders and
compatriots will go down in the annals of 
history as the story of African and
international solidarity, the story of African
renewal 
and development, and indeed a shining
example of democracy and peace.
This is a leader who without any reservations
accepted the democratic outcomes of 
the voices of Zambian people by stepping
down peacefully and respecting the 
democratically elected government after he
lost the elections. This did neither 
embittered nor depoliticised Kenneth Kaunda
as he continued to play active role in the 
peace making, reconstruction and
development of Zambia and other parts of
Africa. To demonstrate his unflinching
commitment to the peaceful resolution of the
South African political conflict, comrade
Kaunda defied the temptations of
triumphalism aand stood true to his humility.

The Harare Declaration outlined the
conditions under which the African National
Congress as a leading mass party of revolution
would enter into negotiated settlement with
the South African regime. This Declaration, as
adopted by the Organisation of African Unity
was accomplished in the aftermath of the
bruising and heroic military battle between
the erstwhile apartheid South African Defence
Force and the combined forces of Cubans and
Angolans at Quito Cuanavale. 

TRIBUTE ON THE PASSING ON OF PRESIDENT
KAUNDA
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to the Cubans for their internationalists
solidarity by challenging the myth of the 
apartheid military invincibility. 

We in the African National Congress stand
here today to proclaim without any fear of
contradiction that, the life and times of
Kenneth Kaunda and his generation of
African leaders and compatriots will go down
in the annals of history as the story of African
and international solidarity, the story of
African renewal and development, and indeed
a shining example of democracy and peace.
This is a leader who without any reservations
accepted the democratic outcomes of the
voices of Zambian people by stepping down
peacefully and respecting the democratically
elected government after he lost the
elections. This did neither embittered nor
depoliticised Kenneth Kaunda as he
continued to play active role in the peace
making, reconstruction and development of
Zambia and other parts of Africa.

To demonstrate his unflinching commitment
to the peaceful resolution of the South 
African political conflict, comrade Kaunda
defied the temptations of triumphalism and 
stood true to his humility. There is no better
way to express this humility than what he 
said after the adoption of the Harare
Declaration and the signals by the apartheid 
regime to enter into peaceful negotiations
when he said “The Ball is Now in Pretoria’s
Court.”
To celebrate the life and times of Kenneth
Kaunda without his peers, contemporaries, 
fellow comrades in arms for Africa’s peace,
renewal and development will be the 
writing of history with blank pages which the
generations to come will not forgive us. 

There is no better way to express this
humility than what he said after the
adoption of the Harare Declaration and
the signals by the apartheid regime to
enter into peaceful negotiations when he
said "The Ball is Now in Pretoria’s Court.”
To celebrate the life and times of
Kenneth Kaunda without his peers,
contemporaries, fellow comrades in arms
for Africa’s peace, renewal and
development will be the writing of
history with blank pages which the
generations to come will not forgive us. 
According to history archives, Julius
Nyerere adopted more of a state man
approach in his interaction with the
African National Congress during the
talks about talks. This was demonstrated
by deep commitment towards the
resolution of the South African conflict in
the true spirit of co-operation and
compromise. There is no better way to
describe this than through his own words
when he said to Oliver Tambo and the
ANC delegation: “You have not defeated
these people. That is why you are
negotiating with them. 
And therefore, you have to create
necessary space that recognise that this
is not a defeated force.” 
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Honourable Chairperson, there is no doubt, as
documented by historians, the heroic 
upsurge of anti-colonial movement in many
parts of Africa, and the SADC in particular, 
was a catalyst in inspiring the death defying
militancy of the successive generations 
of the oppressed youth of South Africa.
These are heroics battle that inspired the
heroism of the 1976 detachment of Umkonto 
We Sizwe and the Young Lions under the
leadership of the late Peter Mokaba and 
Rapu Molekane who shook the apartheid
regime through militant mass actions. 

TRIBUTE ON THE PASSING ON OF PRESIDENT
KAUNDA 
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the verses from one of the revolutionary 
songs sang during the 1980s in
celebration of the heroism of Kenneth
Kaunda and his people for their
unwavering support to our struggle. 

Kenneth Kaunda, welcome the ANC and its
young revolutionary democrats without 
any hesitation and provided all he could,
sometimes at the expense of his own people. 
As one of our stalwart, comrade Mac Maharaj
recounts; Kaunda never confined them 
to the camps but integrated them with the
Zambian people. 

Chairperson, as we celebrate the life times of
this giant of Africa, we as an apex 
institution of democracy, must have our
palms on the blood nerve of the African 
Continental Free Trade Areas Agreement that
has been ratified by our country 
recently. This Free Trade Area Agreement is
among the critical continental policy 
instruments for Africa’s renewal,
reconstruction and development which
Kenneth 
Kaunda struggled and died for. 
In conclusion, allow me to join many others
who have expressed their heartfelt 
condolences to the family of the late Kenneth
Kaunda, his comrades and the people 
of Zambia. We share their pain, belong to the
same past, and must dare not fail to 
construct a common destiny and future in a
free and prosperous Africa. 
Chairperson, in conclusion, allow me to quote 

Zambian people, loving people, 
Although you are far from home;

We shall miss you;
And we shall need you for the
things you have done for us; 
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Since the emergence of the deadly
disease Covid-19 in our shores, South
Africans have demonstrated high level
of resilience and commitment towards a
fight against the spread of the virus.
Whilst acknowledging commitment of
the frontline workers in all sectors, it is
befitting to applaud our government for
a job well done in ensuring that the
public is informed about developments
in relation to the pandemic, and of
course the mitigating measures to curb
the spread. To date, the pandemic has
claimed up to 4 million people globally
and more than  64 138 respectively in
South Africa, according to the World
Health Organization data. 
The Virus is mainly transmitted through
droplets generated when an infected
person coughs, sneezes, or exhales.
These droplets are too heavy to hang in
the air, and quickly fall on floors or
surfaces. You can be infected by
breathing in the virus if you are within
close proximity of someone who has
COVID-19, or by touching a
contaminated surface and then your
eyes, nose or mouth. Therefore it is for
that reason that measures to prevent
and combat the spread becomes a vital
tool to keep the transmission at a lower
level. 

COVID-19 MESSAGE 
BY ANC DEPUTY CHIEF WHIP CDE DORIS DLAKUDE 

Government remain on high alert due to
the evolving behaviour of the virus. It
necessitates different strategies and
overall outlook. Since the first case was
reported, our government declared the
state of disaster by invoking the
Disaster Management Act with
government regulations. The
regulations seeks to respond to the ever
evolving behaviour of the virus. South
Africa is currently on adjusted alert
level 4 lockdown according to the
Disaster Management Act. 
As indicated earlier in my introduction
that in the past few months, South
Africans demonstrated high level of
resilience, that proves beyond doubt
that government alone cannot prevent
or combat the spread but South
Africans can defeat the deadly virus by
adhering to the regulations that are
aimed at protecting lives and livelihood.
The importance of respecting
government regulations cannot be over
emphasized, it remain a responsibility
of all people in the country to protect
each other from the vicious pandemic. 

The virus has caused unprecedented
devastations and consequently
deepened poverty, unemployment and
inequality. Government programs to
resolve the triple challenges mentioned
above, have been disrupted and 
 compromised immensely. Resources
that were meant to bridge the gap of
poverty line and create employment
opportunities to all South Africans, the
youth in particular had to be redirected
towards  programs of  intervention
against the pandemic. 

It is against this background that I
appeal to all South Africans to adhere
and obey government regulations set
out to prevent  the spread of Covid-19
pandemic. The adjusted alert level 4
lockdown makes it mandatory

to always wear a face mask in all public
space, avoid crowded places, if
necessary do not attend any social
gatherings, funerals and parties that can
be a super spreader events, working
from home is encouraged. 
Let us heed the call from our global icon
Tata Nelson Mandela when he said
“What counts in life is not the mere fact
that we have lived. It is what difference
we have made to the lives of others that
will determine the significance of the
life we lead".

We must take care of each other during
this difficult time. The people of South
Africa have  entrusted the ANC led
government with the responsibility to
work with them in building a better life
for all. Over the course of history, the
ANC has lived up to this responsibility.
It led the struggle against apartheid,
resulting in a democratic South Africa.
With the above  mentioned track
record, South Africans must work
together with the ANC led government
in fighting against the spread of covid-
19. Victory is certain, Aluta continua….. 
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Once again, we take this moment to bow our
heads in prayer and meditation as we pay
tribute in remembrance of our beloved fellow
Comrades who have passed on during the 6th
Caucus administration due to various causes
including Covid-19 related complications: 

TRIBUTE TO DECEASED ANC CAUCUS STAFF
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Cde Matome Darius Manthata passed on 7
June 2021. 
He was working at Mogwadi Parliamentary
Constituency Office as a Constituency Field 
Worker in Limpopo;
2. Cde Thomas Frans Parman passed on 26
April 2021. 
He was working at National Caucus as a
Study Group Secretary;
3. Cde Nompumelelo Khathi passed on 24
February 2021.
She was working at Bulwer Parliamentary
Constituency Office as a Constituency Field 
Worker in KwaZulu-Natal;

Our thoughts and prayers are with
their families as we remember
them, and acknowledge the 
contribution they made to the ANC
both as dedicated members of the
ANC and as members of staff 
of the ANC Parliamentary Caucus.
Once again, the Office of the Chief
Whip extend gratitude to them 
posthumously. We shall forever
hold their memories dearly in our
hearts.

Cde Amukelani Mashaba passed on 13
January 2021.
She was working at The Oaks Parliamentary
Constituency Office as a Constituency Field 
Worker in Limpopo;
5. Cde Vuyani Maphuma passed on 11
October 2020.
He was working at Khayelitsha
Parliamentary Constituency Office as a
Constituency
Support in Western Cape;
6. Cde Brian Buyisile Maloni passed on 26
August 2020.
He was working at Grahamstown
Parliamentary Constituency Office as a
Constituency Field 
Worker in the Eastern Cape, and 
7. Cde Lydia Mabitsela passed on 7 July 2020.
She was working at Atteridgeville
Parliamentary Constituency Office as a
Constituency 
Support in Gauteng.

BY CDE THANDIE NGUBANE
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Tragically as we relaunch Sephadi, our
country is gripped by a wave of civil
unrest covering mostly Kwa Zulu Natal
and Gauteng. We call for calm and
respect for the rule of law. We welcome
the deployment of the South African 
National Defence Force working in
support of the police. MPs must during
this Constituency period focus on
assisting affected communities with
recovery efforts. 

We must do so, ward by ward, street by
street working with civic bodies and 
other members of civil society including
churches, business organizations and 
traditional leaders, whilst complying
with Covid – 19 health protocols. The 
people need to feel our presence as
their leaders as a continuation of our 
dedicated focus areas. We must restore
hope.

Law enforcement agencies must do
their work and ours is to play our
oversight role by ensuring necessary
services to the people are restored and
their needs 
such as access to water are not
compromised.

We extend our deepest condolences to
those South Africans who have lost 
their lives and wish those injured a
speedy recovery. 
Nkosi Sikelel’i South Afrika!
We are a strong Nation and strong
people cannot be defeated!

CLOSING REMARKS 


